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Abstract— At ease search strategies over encrypted cloud data permit a certified user to query records files of hobby 

through filing encrypted query keywords to the cloud server in a privacy-keeping manner. But, in exercise, the again 

question consequences can be wrong or incomplete in the cheating cloud surroundings. For instance, the cloud server may 

deliberately pass over a few certified consequences to keep computational sources and conversation overhead. Thus, a 

properly-functioning comfortable question system has to provide a question outcomes verification mechanism that 

permits the statistics person to verify effects. In this paper, we layout a comfy, without problems included, and best-

grained question effects verification mechanism, by way of which, given an encrypted query outcomes set, the query user 

now not only can affirm the correctness of every records file inside the set however also can similarly take a look at what 

number of or which qualified facts documents aren't returned if the set is incomplete before decryption. The verification 

scheme is free-coupling to concrete cozy search strategies and may be very without difficulty included into any comfy 

query scheme. We obtain the aim by way of building comfy verification item for encrypted cloud records. Moreover, a 

brief signature approach with extraordinarily small garage fee is proposed to guarantee the authenticity of verification 

object and a verification item request technique is supplied to allow the question user to soundly gain the desired 

verification object. Performance evaluation shows that the proposed schemes are practical. 

 

Index Terms: - Cloud Computing, Verification Object, Query Results Verification, Secure Search Scheme.  

________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Encryption on private facts before outsourcing is an effective degree to shield records confidentiality. However, 

encrypted records make powerful statistics retrieval a very hard undertaking. To deal with the assignment (i.e., seek on encrypted 

Information), music et al. First added the idea of searchable encryption and proposed a sensible method that permits customers to 

go looking over encrypted statistics through encrypted question key phrases in. Later, many searchable encryption schemes had 

been proposed based totally on symmetric key and public-key placing to reinforce safety and improve question efficiency. Lately, 

with the growing recognition of cloud computing, the way to securely and efficiently seek over encrypted cloud records will 

become a studies focus. A few tactics had been proposed primarily based on conventional searchable encryption schemes in 

which goal to defend statistics protection and question privacies with higher query green for cloud computing. But, all of these 

schemes are based totally on a really perfect assumption that the cloud server is an ”sincere-however-curious” entity and 

maintains strong and relaxed software/hardware environments. As a result, accurate and entire question outcomes usually be 

unexceptionally lower back from the cloud server while a question ends each time. But, in sensible applications, the cloud server 

may additionally go back inaccurate or incomplete question consequences once he behaves dishonestly for unlawful income 

inclusive of saving Computation and communication value or due to feasible software program/hardware failure of the server. 

II. RELATED WORK 

These days, with the growing recognition of cloud computing, a way to securely and efficiently search over encrypted cloud 

statistics turns into a studies awareness. Some techniques have been proposed based on conventional searchable encryption 

schemes, which aim to protect records protection and question privacies with higher question green for cloud computing. 

 Wang et al. Carried out hash chain technique to put into effect the completeness verification of question outcomes by 

using embedding the encrypted verification records into their proposed cozy searchable index.  

 Sun et al. Used encrypted index tree shape to enforce comfy query outcomes verification functionality. On this scheme, 

when the question ends, the cloud server returns question consequences at the side of a minimal encrypted index tree, 

then the information consumer searches this minimal index tree the usage of the same search algorithm because the 

cloud server did to finish result verification.  

 Zheng et al. Constructed a verifiable comfortable query scheme over encrypted cloud facts primarily based on Attribute-

Based Encryption technique (ABE) inside the public-key setting.  

 Sun et al. Cited the merkle hash tree and applied pairing operations to put into effect the correctness and completeness 

verification of question consequences for keyword seek over huge dynamic encrypted cloud facts. 
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DRAWBACKS OF EXISTING SYSTEM: 

 Encrypted records make powerful information retrieval a completely difficult undertaking. 

 All of these schemes are based on a super assumption that the cloud server is an ”sincere-but-curious” entity and 

keeps strong and comfy software program/hardware environments. As a result, correct and complete question results 

always be unexceptionally lower back from the cloud server whilst a question ends each time.  

 Those verification mechanisms offer a rough grained verification, i.e., if the question end result set includes all 

qualified and accurate facts files, then those schemes reply sure, otherwise respond no. Therefore, if the verification 

set of rules outputs no, a data person has to abort the decryption for all question effects despite only one question end 

result is inaccurate. 

 Those verification mechanisms are normally tightly coupled to corresponding cozy query buildings and feature not 

universality. 

PROPOSED SYSTEM: 

 In the system, we expand and brief up our paintings to make it more relevant within the cloud environment and greater 

relaxed to against cheating cloud server. The primary contributions of this paper are we officially suggest the verifiable secure 

seek gadget version and chance model and design a fine grained query results verification scheme for at ease key-word seek over 

encrypted cloud information .We advise a quick signature method primarily based on certificate much less public-key 

cryptography to assure the authenticity of the verification objects themselves. We design a unique verification object request 

technique based on hashing algorithm, where in the cloud server knows nothing about what the facts person is inquiring for and 

which verification items are returned to the user. 

Advantages of Proposed data: 

The following are the advantages of proposed system by overcoming the drawbacks of existing system. These are as 

follows, 

1. We offer the formal protection definition and proof and behavior great performance experiments to evaluate the accuracy 

and efficiency of our proposed scheme. 

2. Our scheme can verify the correctness of each encrypted query result or in addition correctly discover how many or 

which certified information documents are back via the cheating cloud server.  

3. A quick signature approach is designed to assure the authenticity of verification object itself. 

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE: 

 
Fig: Query Results Verification in Dishonest Cloud Server 

III IMPLEMENTATION  

MODULES: 

The main modules present in this paper are as follows, these plays major roles in this system.  

1. Data Owner 

2. Data User 

3. Cloud Server 

1. Data Owner: 

In Data Owner module, Initially Data Owner must have to register their detail. After successful registration data 

owner can login and upload files into cloud server with encrypted keywords and hashing algorithms. He/she can 

view the files that are uploaded in cloud. Data Owner can approve or reject the file request sent by data users. After 

request approval data owner will send the trapdoor key and verification object through mail. 
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2. Data User: 

In Data User module, Initially Data Users must have to register their detail and after login he/she has to verify 

their login through secret key. Data Users can search all the files upload by data owners. He/she can send request to 

the files and then request will send to the data owners. If data owner approve the request then he/she will receive 

trapdoor, verification object and decryption key in registered mail  

3. Cloud Server: 

In Cloud Server module, Cloud Provider can view all files details. Cloud can edit the files and update and also 

cloud server can view the download history. 

ALGORITHMS USED: 

1. AES Algorithm: 

AES algorithm is used for encryption of data files uploaded in cloud server by data owner. The same algorithm is 

used for decryption by the data user while downloading the file from the Cloud Server. The following figure illustrates 

the process of encryption and decryption.    

 
 

Fig3.1: AES algorithm for Encryption and Decryption 

2. Hash Algorithm: 

Hash algorithm is used to construct the verification object. The following figure illustrates the process involved 

in hash algorithm.  

                  
  

                                                          Fig3.2: Process Involved in Hash Algorithm  
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‘  IV. RESULTS 

 

 
 

                                                        Fig4.1: Cloud Home Page 

  

 
 

                                                       Fig4.2: Data Owner Home Page 

 

 
                                                            Fig4.3:DataUser Home Page 
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                                              Fig4.4:  Checking Verification Object 

 

 

                                                       Fig4.5: Downloading a File 

V. CONCLUSION 

 In this paper, we propose a secure, easily integrated, and fine-grained query results verification scheme for secure search 

over encrypted cloud data. Different from previous works, our scheme can verify the correctness of each encrypted query result or 

further accurately find out how many or which qualified data files are returned by the dishonest cloud server. A short signature 

technique is designed to guarantee the authenticity of verification object itself. Moreover, we design a secure verification object 

request technique, by which the cloud server knows nothing about which verification object is requested by the data user and 

actually returned by the cloud server. Performance and accuracy experiments demonstrate the validity and efficiency of our 

proposed scheme. 
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